MELTING MOUNTAINS RESOURCE GUIDE
Under the Hood: Connecting Our Polarized Communities
Link: bit.ly/onapolarized

Additional reading about Melting Mountains:

How the Evergrey Bridged Political Divides in Washington and Oregon, Gather
Seattleites took a 10-hour road trip to cross political divides. Here’s what happened, The Evergrey's main story about the trip
'I want to stay curious' and other takeaways from a trip across the political divide, The Evergrey's roundup of participants’ responses to the trip
Melting Mountains Event page, The Evergrey
'Melting Mountains' and the art of diplomacy: A reflection on crossing political divides from Sherman County, Oregon, a perspective from Sherman County resident, The Evergrey
Why you should come with us to Sherman County, Oregon, The Evergrey's initial callout (adapted from what went out in the newsletter)

Links to similar projects:
Hi From the Other Side
The Hello Project
Alabama/California Conversation Project

Guides & resources for facilitation:
Essential Partners, formerly known as “Public Conversations Project"
Citizen University
National Dialogue Network
National Coalition for Dialogue & Deliberation -- Check out the Resource Center and Events
How Do You Build an Effective Dialogue?